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Their mutual animosities and jealousies had made
smooth administration impossible. The two races had
separate schools, separate clubs and societies, and the
members of: the two never even dined at the same tablo.§ The
boys in the streets, while playing together, divided them-
selves into two parties which they named as English and
French.* In their Schools the French boys rend text
books which contained matter different in its effect and
influence from that which the English boys road. Even
the juries were perverted in dealing with the cases of
criminals and their verdict always went in favour of the
accused, if he belonged to their own race, even when the
guilt against him was unmistakably proved.f Perhaps
worse racial antagonism.—an antagonism which was sap*
ping the very vitals of the nation and making political
union impossible— can hardly be imagined. This enmity
had checked the growth of population and seriously retarded
the prosperity of the country,$ Even the genius o£ Lord
Durham, in this confusion, could not find a solution of the
problem except by anglifying Canada. No doubt he was
mistaken in this conclusion at least, but his mistake only
shows that the height of antagonism was indeed very
glbid. p, 47, Also, "Indeed the difference of manners in the two
races renders a general social intercourse almost impossible." Ibid, p, 43,
*In Montreal and Quebec there are English schools and French Schools,
the children in them are accustomed to fight nation against nation, and the
quarrels that arise among boys in the streets usually exhibit a division into
English on one side, and French on the other." Ibid, p, 80,
fLord Durham further Says: "The course of justice is entirely
obstructed by the same cause ; a just decision in any political case is not to
be relied upon ; even the judicial bench is, in the opinion of both races,
divided into two hostile sections of French and English, from neither of
whom is justice expected by the mass of the hostile party." Ibid,
pp. 53-4
JIu 1832 new comers numbered 52,000 j   in 1837 they were 22,000
and in 1838only 6,000.   Ibid, pp, 56-57,

